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Abstract 

 

“Perhaps we should end this now, you’ve done enough,” said the lady inside 

my head. How often can a person have a debate with their inner lions? I can 

practically hear the sound of the existential crisis eating me alive. If I take my 

own life, everyone will say, I’m evil. If I don’t, I will think everybody else is 

evil. There is really no in-between. In a journey of finding the meaning of 

“suicide,” this paper involves a debate between oneself and the society that 

does not listen. Building upon the works of sociologists and anthropologists, 

I take a detour of the notion of suicide and the agency of the person 

committing the act. 

 

“Man is a prisoner who has no right to open the door and run away,” 

said Socrates (Plato in Noon 1978, p. 373).   

 

 

“Have you ever thought of giving up on life because it’s too hard to keep 

living? If you have the choice to end your suffering by killing yourself, would 

you?” I asked myself these questions as I walked in the midst of what seemed 

to be an unending winter. The smell of the rain that had just stopped along 

with the hard blows of cold breeze on my reddened cheeks accompanied my 

lonely adventure to an existential crisis. As a lost wanderer, not knowing 

where to go, I dared myself to hop on an anonymous train. I asked myself 

once more, “Do I even have a choice in dying?” Then, I made the impulsive 

choice to jump on that unpredictable train.  

Emile Durkheim, on his quest in debunking the meanings of suicide, 

defines suicide as all acts by the victim themselves causing death of their own, 

which they know will lead to this result—death (Durkheim 2002[1952], p. 

xlii). From his perspective, there’s a sense of liberty. The act itself was 

conducted out of a choice that the person, the victim, made because they 

desired it. Discounting all of the motives that influenced the act just for a 

minute, suicide is illustrated as a private act with a personal impact when a 

person renounces their existence (Durkheim 2002[1952], p. xli). This point 

of view is shared with many other philosophers as well. Montaigne says, “The 

wise man lives as long as he ought, not so long as he can…” (Noon 1978, p. 

378) illustrating that death is a choice of the one living the life, not the God 

or Nature who gives it nor the society it lives in. Based on the cases of suicide 
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in Japan, Junko Kitanaka (2008) also introduces the same idea by calling it 

“suicide of resolve.” Japan’s initial idea of suicide, similar to Durkheim, is 

someone who intentionally commits suicide, who knows the consequences 

and is in full possession of their senses (Takahashi 2003 in Kitanaka 2008, p. 

153). This is what suicide of resolve essentially is; the excused suicide to 

relieve the burden of their lives or others, suicide with an ‘understandable,’ 

‘agreeable,’ and ‘rational’ reason. It is a dignified way of dying (Noon 1978, 

p. 375).  

Nonetheless, this is not always the case. Suicide was highly frowned 

upon because many religions view it as a sin, the state views it as an act of 

crime, and society views it as immoral and ‘rude’ (Noon 1978, pp. 371-376). 

Suicide is seen as a symbol of rebellion and contempt to the society (Gupta 

2005, p. 86; Noon 1978, p. 371). It shows how society has problems that spark 

the downfall of morale in humanity (Gupta 2005, pp. 87-88). Suicide is only 

excused when the act is needed to maintain someone’s dignity: to avoid 

assault, to redeem past mistakes, to show obedience to the society, to show 

loyalty and grief, and many more (Gupta 2005, p. 86). However, when we 

look at suicide as saving one’s dignity, all of the reasons for it doesn’t seem 

personal. Although the main idea is to save their image as a dignified human 

being, their dignity is defined by the externals. Georgia Noon says,  

Suicide is an intensely private act, yet its social impact is profound. 

Human action, however personal it may be, necessarily involves 

action with other people; the individual cannot be understood in 

isolation from his social matrix (Noon 1978, p. 371).  

This statement, thus, shows that suicide is always interconnected with the 

externals: family, religion, state, and society as a whole. Accordingly, suicide 

doesn’t sound very private anymore. 

 Bear in mind, these notions of suicide were established centuries ago. 

What about today’s view on suicide? Nowadays, suicide is seen as an 

epidemic; an outcome of mental illness. Due to suicide being worryingly 

common, many governments have began to medicalize suicide, making it a 

pathology. For instance, due to the high numbers of overwork suicide, Japan’s 

Ministry of Health, Welfare, and Labor starts to pathologize suicide as an 

outcome of a deviating or deteriorating mental health (Kitanaka 2008, pp. 

153-154). The world of modern medicine defines endogenous depression, a 

metabolic disorder that cannot be cured simply by therapy, as one of the risk 

factors of suicide and/or suicidal thoughts (Noon 1978, p. 385). Similarly, 

suicide epidemic was also found in Nunavut, Northern Canada, amongst the 

young Inuit. Taking the same step as the Japanese government, the Canadian 

government also attempts to medicalize suicide deeming suicidal people as 

irresponsible and irrational (Stevenson 2014, p. 79). Within the 

medicalization of suicide, the idea of ‘choice’ doesn’t really exist because the 

victims are deemed ‘abnormal’ and ‘ill,’ thus, their actions were out of choice. 

Noon (1978) says that when someone is really depressed, “…choice is no 

longer an issue; suicide is the fatal end…” (p. 384).  

 Subsequently, the issue of choice comes back to the suicidal equation. 

I walked back and forth the corridor wondering whether I’ve gone mad asking 
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the same question over and over again. “Do I have a choice in dying?” I 

reminded myself. I said to myself, thinking out loud, 

So, when suicide is a private act with a personal impact, it seems that 

I have not only full responsibility, but also complete freedom in 

committing an act that leads to my death. Yet, when I’m reminded of 

my belonging to society, my family, my religion, my nation; I’m no 

longer in possession of that liberty, but I’m still holding the 

responsibility. Is my dying MY choice or is it YOUR choice?  

Just like a winter that has found no end, this question also seems to have no 

end. “Have I ever been MINE? Have I always been YOURS?” I screamed my 

lungs out and my words echoed to the next car but still no answer. I waited in 

silence until I heard my words echo back at me. This time I asked desperately, 

“What is really mine? If my life and death is not mine to choose, what other 

things do I have of myself? Is my self mine?”  

Grace Harris argues, “[t]he self is the existential locus of experience; 

it encompasses both the I and the self-reflective me.” (Lindholm 2001, p. 

209). This means that the self is constituted of two things, the “I” as subject 

of experience and “me” as the object of presentation. According to Lindholm, 

the subject of experience or the core “I” does not necessarily get affected by 

the externals. However, the object of presentation “me” keeps on adapting 

according to the norms that the externals imposed upon oneself. Thus, “I” 

may be mine, but “me” is yours. The ownership of the self is both personal 

and social. I am who I am, but also limited to who you decide I should be. I 

can act as I ought to, but also limited to what you decide I could do. This idea 

of self, then, reminds us of subjectivity. Subjectification is explained as the 

process in which a person intertwined the external power with his identity and 

consciousness (Agamben 1995, p. 11). The duality of subjectivity defines a 

subject as both an agent of free-will and a subject of domination. This 

perfectly captures the idea of “my” choice and “your” choice because I am a 

person with agency who’s capable of choosing my own path, yet I am also 

willingly a part of the externals limiting the path that I can choose. Thus, my 

ability to commit suicide is reflective of subjectification. My self is 

voluntarily obeying to something—societal norms, religion, medicalization, 

and the law—which prevent me from committing suicide. But then again, I 

am still capable of taking my own life and die with ‘dignity’ as I abandon the 

externals in which I regain my full sovereign of life and death while at the 

same time renouncing my existence. 

But what about the possibility that my impulsive suicidal thoughts are 

actually caused by my deviating mental health, by depression? They said I 

have no choice, do I really not? It seems that as my mind is taken over by 

mental illness, I lost a sense of myself; I no longer own my self. I lost the 

ability to connect my narratives, my past and future; thus, I am losing the 

wholeness of myself (Ewing, 1990). Perhaps, this is what going mad is all 

about. Insanity took over our memory, forbidding us to draw the strings to 

connect the story of our lives, disabling the wholeness of our self. Thus, 

without us realizing, we have renounced our agency by letting ourselves be 

eaten by depression. However, do we even have a choice in being mentally 

ill in the first place? Perhaps not.  
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I sat down leaning against the dewy window, looking out to the rest 

of the ‘world’ even though I could barely see anything. “So, what is this thing 

occupying my mind? Is this what being suicidal feels like, being stuck inside 

my own head with nowhere else to go but also lost in an endless journey of 

finding one possible answer to an equation with hundreds of variables?” I 

looked around once more, hoping that an answer magically appears. I started 

to hear something, a voice, softer than my own but it’s coming from inside of 

me. She says,  

You are a prisoner of your own mind, your society, and your own 

illness. You have always been a prisoner. A prisoner is prevented from 

killing themselves through never-ending surveillance. However, a 

strong-willed prisoner can still take their own lives without anyone 

knowing. You have the control of your action, but the tools to achieve 

your goals is for the guard to provide. Your illness affects your way 

of thinking, but it is a part of you too. It does not separate itself from 

you. Your behavior is affected by your mind, your society, and your 

own illness and in turn you’re also affecting them. 

The train stopped abruptly, and the door opened. I stepped outside to see the 

sun shining so bright it almost blinded my eyes. The cherry blossoms dancing 

with the wind like a fluent ballerina. I realized that the voices in my head have 

answered itself. The self is both mine and yours, my actions are caused by the 

externals and affecting the externals. My life and death, my suicide, will 

always be a dialectic relationship between the personal and social. Still, is this 

true? Should suicide be seen as a completely personal act, a monologue, or 

should it be seen as a dialogue between the personal and the social?  
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